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VOD on the rise in Europe
But investment into European content under scrutiny?
• European VOD markets
are dominated by USbased companies (e.g.
Netflix, Amazon Prime,
Apple TV+, Disney+).
• But European
broadcasters take up
most of the investment
opportunities in original
content.
Because of this in combination with increasing struggle for TV to capture revenue, many scholars
and policy makers see investment into European content under scrutiny.
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Article 13(2) of the AVMSd: What can MS do?
Enabling MS to capture VOD providers for investment obligations into European content
“1. Member States shall ensure that media service providers of on-demand audiovisual media
services under their jurisdiction secure at least a 30 % share of European works in their catalogues
and ensure prominence of those works.
2. Where Member States require media service providers under their jurisdiction to contribute
financially to the production of European works, including via direct investment in content and
contribution to national funds, they may also require media service providers targeting audiences in
their territories, but established in other Member States to make such financial contributions, which
shall be proportionate and non-discriminatory. […]” (AVMSd Article 13)
Member States can decide if and in how far VOD providers have
to financially contribute to the production of European work,
leading to fragmentation as MS:
1. Impose different kinds of financial obligations for VOD providers;
2. Calculate the financial obligations differently;
3. Include different exemptions into the regulations.
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Aims and methodology
Giving a comprehensive overview of new investment obligations for VOD providers in Europe

While the AVMSd aims to harmonise national
practices, to some extent, there are considerable
differences, which have been investigated:

DESK RESEARCH

• Where can the basic provisions for investment obligations
for VOD providers be found in the national law?
• What are the criteria to determine which VOD providers
are subject to the obligation?
• How are the investment obligations calculated?
• What procedures do VOD providers need to follow?

EXPERT
CONSULTATIONS
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The status quo: Comparison of current legislation in the EU
A diverse and changing landscape
(or regions) in the EU 27 impose financial
12 MS
obligations to promote European work on the
providers of VOD services;

7

of these capture also foreign VOD providers;

4

MS have amended regulations since 2018 to
change calculations for investment obligations
and / or to capture also foreign VOD providers;

5

MS have currently draft laws in legislative
procedure that will amend relevant legislation.
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What financial obligations exist across the EU?
4 forms of investment obligations:
q A levy to the local film fund
q Obligations to invest directly into European work
q A levy / tax or obligation (as choice) to invest directly
q A levy / tax and obligation to invest directly

MS calculate the financial obligations based on
(sometimes variable) percentages, lump sums, or
amount per subscriber:
• Percentages range from 0.5% (in Portugal) to
26% (in France) based on sales or revenue of the
VOD provider.
• Some MS also allow the payment of a lump sum
or amount per subscriber instead of the
percentage.
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(1) LEVY
(2) DIRECT
INVESTMENT
(3) DIRECT
INVESTMENT OR
LEVY

Form of investment obligations into EU content

Service

%

AU

Levy paid to RTR-GmbH

Domestic

HR

Levy paid to Croatian Audiovisual Centre

Domestic

Market share Based on needed budget of RTR-GmbH and industry-specific total sales
2%
Annual gross income from VOD services (related to advertising and subscription

DE

revenues)

1.8%-2.5%
1.5%
12.5%-20%

Levy paid to Filmförderungsanstalt

Domestic + foreign

Levy paid to National Film Institute

Domestic + foreign

IT

Pre-purchase, purchase, production, and co-production

Domestic + foreign

ES

Participation in production or acquisition of rights (and % for
formats and Spanish language)

Domestic

SL

Quota of 10% for European film in catalogues
OR Invest in (co-)production or rights acquisition of European
works

Domestic

1%

Revenue from audiovisual media services

BE Finance co-production or pre-purchase of audiovisual media
(FR) works
OR
Levy paid to the Cinema and Audiovisual Centre

Domestic + foreign

1.4% -2.2%

Turnover of the previous financial year (depending on total turnover)

BE Finance (co-)production of (Flemish) television series
(NL) OR
financial contribution to the Flemish Audiovisual Fund

Domestic VOD + linear TV

€3m
€1.3
2%
3.2%-26%

Lump sum per year

5.15%-15%
1%

Price paid (excl. VAT) for sales and leasing transactions (depending on content)

0.5%

Price paid by the end user as the product of the audiovisual charge base and the
charge rate

1%

Amount of the relevant income (if not possible to determine = €1 m) if > €200K annual
income and >1% market share

0.5-4%

Relevant income (commercial communications and on subscriptions or occasional
transactions) (depending on total turnover)

€0.5-€4
€10K-4m
4%

Or per subscriber

PL

FR

(4) DIRECT INVESTMENT AND LEVY

Overview

Basis

CZ

Domestic + foreign (≠linear)

Purchase of exploitation rights, investment in producer’s shares Domestic SVOD / TVOD /
or sums paid for the adaptation to the deaf or hard-of-hearing
Catch-up
persons and/or production (%French cultural expression)
Tax paid and distributed to the Centre National du Cinéma

Domestic + foreign

Quota of 10% of European film in catalogue
OR Investment in production or rights acquisition of European
works

Domestic

Fee paid to the Czech Film Fund
PT

Tax to be paid to Portuguese Institute of Cinema and
Audiovisual Media
Financing the writing and development of projects of creative
cinematographic and audiovisual works

Tax to be declared and paid

Domestic + foreign

5%-6%

Turnover from sales of cinema films in previous year
Revenue from fees for access or from broadcasting commercial communications
Reported annual net revenue (depending on location and if sufficient)
Annual reported income (depending on public or private)

Or per subscriber in previous year
Annual revenues in previous year
Net annual turnover (exploitation of cinematographic or AV works) (depending on
release window, number of film, release date, turnover, VOD service)

Total revenues generated by the service in a reporting period

Or fixed amount
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Price paid out for advertising (based on number of subscriptions

FLANDERS (BELGIUM)
Choice between levy and direct investment obligation

• The Incentive Scheme deals with VOD as “service
distributors”: A choice between a 1) lump sum that each
service provider needs to dedicate to the production of
audiovisual works, and that amounts to €3 million per
year; or 2) a contribution of €1.3 per subscriber paid to
VAF;
• Contribution Scheme: Non-linear broadcasters must
contribute 2% of their annual revenue;
• Voices of Liberation - first project to receive financing by
Netflix since the law was passed.
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FRANCE
Levy & direct investment obligation
• Direct investment obligation: SVOD and TVOD must contribute 15%-26% of
their net annual turnover to European audiovisual and cinematographic
productions;
• The financial contribution varies depending on the type of service on offer, the
size of VOD offers, or the window on offer after theatrical release, or the
shares represented by cinematographic and audiovisual works;
• From July 2021, the rate of direct investment obligation for VOD services will
be increased to 20%-25% of net annual turnover;
• French Video and VOD Tax on VOD services: rate set at 5.15%, but could
rise to 15% of net annual turnover for certain income.
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POLAND
Levy paid to the National Film Institute
• Anti-crisis relief programme - to help the economic recovery
of the audiovisual industry in the COVID-19 context;
• Levy of 1.5% of the revenue obtained from fees for access to
VOD services or revenue obtained from broadcasting
commercial communications, if this revenue in a given
settlement period is higher;
• It should generate at least €4.4 million annual revenue; in
the first six months after the introduction it brought over €1.9
million.
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WHAT CHANGES COME NEXT?
Upcoming laws that transpose AVMSd
SLOVENIA

CROATIA

ØLevy of 2% of the gross annual
income generated in Slovenia;
ØThe basis for calculating the levy
is defined as revenues from the
sales, subscriptions, and
advertising generated in Slovenia;
ØThe levy will be collected in a
new European Audiovisual
Production Fund.

ØObligation to pay a financial
contribution for the implementation
of the National Program for the
Promotion of Audiovisual Creativity;
ØHAVC with “milder” proposal than the
one in France: direct investment
obligation or a levy of 10%;
ØA plan to attract global VOD players’
productions by opening a film studio.
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What are the motivations?

ECONOMIC
Increase the volume of
financing of audiovisual
production;
Adapt to the dramatic
changes in viewing habits
and new market entrants;
Make up for declining
revenue streams of film
agencies.

CULTURAL
Increase the diversity of
audiovisual production;
Preserve and promote
language and cultural
identity;
Provide a variety of highquality programmes.

IMPROVE THE INDUSTRY
COMPETITIVENESS
Enhance quality of content
and audience reach;
Push forward international
orientation of filmmaking;
Improve the audiovisual
industry robustness in light of
the challenges.
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Final thoughts and recommendations
Where are we going in Europe?
We can observe:
• INCREASING CONSENSUS WITHIN THE EU THAT COMPANIES THAT BENEFIT FROM
CONTENT SHOULD ALSO CONTRIBUTE TO CONTENT PRODUCTION
• BIG INTERNATIONAL VOD PLAYERS LIKE NETFLIX, AND AMAZON PRIME ARE
INCREASINGLY OBLIGED BY NATIONAL LEGISLATIONS TO TAKE UP MORE
RESPONSIBILITY IN FOSTERING LOCAL MEDIA MARKETS IN EUROPE.
Ø We expect other EU MS to follow-suit in introducing investment obligations for (foreign)
VOD providers in the coming years.
Ø There is high fragmentation across legislations in the EU coming from different legal
backgrounds.
Ø We recommend that policy makers build future legislation on existing legislation and
practices to ensure more legal predictability for companies in the EU.
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This research presented is built on the SMIT’s recent research report with the title “A European
comparison of obligations on VOD providers to financially contribute to the production of European
works”, which can be accessed via: https://smit.vub.ac.be/policy-brief-48-investment-obligations-for-ondemand-players-in-europe-an-update-of-current-avmsd-transpositions
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